
ENEE 114: Programming Concepts for Engineers
Fall 2006 Handout #8

Project #1: Rational Numbers: Due Oct 3

In this project, you will build a program that evaluates an expression of rational numbers.
The project will require you to build two major components. First, you must build a
rational datatype consisting of a representation for rational numbers, as well as a set of
operations on rationals. You will use procedural abstraction to bury the implementations
of your operations inside functions. Second, you must build an evaluation engine that
enables the user to enter an expression consisting of rational numbers and arithmetic and
relational operators. Your evaluation engine will process the entered expression using the
functions for the rational operators you’ve implemented and print the answer.

1 Rational Datatype

In class, we discussed several of the primitive datatypes supported by the C programming
language. In this project, you will extend the C primitive datatypes with a rational
datatype. Your datatype will be called “rational”. Recall from lecture that a datatype
is both a representation, and a set of operations that can be performed on values of that
type. Accordingly, you will create a new representation for rational numbers, and you
will implement a set of arithmetic and relational operations that can be performed on
the new datatype. Most importantly, you will use procedural abstraction to bury the
implementations of your operations behind a clean interface that you can then use to
build your expression evaluation engine.

1.1 Representation

A rational number is any number that can be expressed as the ratio of two integers, a
numerator and a denominator. In this assignment, you will assume both numerator and
denominator are 32-bit integers, and you will encode both inside a single “long long int,”
which is a 64-bit integer. You will use the top 32 bits of a long long int to store the
numerator of a rational number, and the bottom 32 bits to store the denominator of a
rational number. Hence, a single long long int can encode a single rational number.

To access the numerator and denominator stored inside your rational datatype, you should
use the bitwise logical operators discussed in class for manipulating bits inside integers.
For the numerator, you can right-shift the corresponding long long int by 32 bits. This will
shift out the denominator bits, leaving the numerator bits. For the denominator, you can
perform a bitwise-and against a mask that extracts the lower 32-bits of the corresponding
long long int. The mask you should use is a value that has 32 1’s, or “0xffffffff”.
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1.2 Operations

You will implement several functions that perform operations on your new rational
datatype. The following lists the functions you should implement, along with a brief
description of what each function does:

rational new rat(int numerator, int denominator): Given two integers, this function re-
turns a rational number whose numerator and denominator are set to the two pro-
vided integers, respectively.

void print rat(rational x): Given a rational number, x, this function prints to standard
output the rational number as “n/d”, where “n” is the numerator and “d” is the
denominator.

rational add rat(rational x, rational y): Given two rationals, x and y, this function returns
their sum as a rational.

rational sub rat(rational x, rational y): Given two rationals, x and y, this function returns
their difference as a rational.

rational mul rat(rational x, rational y): Given two rationals, x and y, this function returns
their product as a rational.

rational div rat(rational x, rational y): Given two rationals, x and y, this function returns
their quotient as a rational.

int eq rat(rational x, rational y): Given two rationals, x and y, this function returns a
boolean (i.e., an int) that is true if “x == y” is true; otherwise it returns false.

int lt rat(rational x, rational y): Given two rationals, x and y, this function returns a
boolean (i.e., an int) that is true if “x < y” is true; otherwise it returns false.

1.3 Interface

We have provided a header file, called “rational.h”, which defines the interface to your
new rational datatype. The header file consists of “#define” definitions of the TRUE and
FALSE constants (encoded as 1 and 0), a definition of the rational datatype as a long long
int using the “typedef” keyword, and forward declarations for all the functions defined
on your rational datatype, described in the previous section. You should “#include”
this header file into your “.c” file that implements the interface. Note, your code must

implement all the functions defined in this header file.

1.4 Simplifying Rationals

Certain rationals can be simplified. For example, 8

6
can be simplified to 4

3
. For all the

functions in Section 1.2 that return rational datatypes, you must return each rational
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in its simplist form. The best way to do this is to find the greatest common divisor, or
GCD, between the numerator and denominator, and divide each number by the GCD. You
should implement GCD as a separate function, and use it in your code when appropriate.

The following is a simple algorithm for computing the GCD of two integers, x and y.
Find the remainder of x / y (i.e., x % y). If the remainder is zero, than the GCD is y.
Otherwise, set x to y, and set y to the remainder of x / y. Repeat the steps.

2 Evaluation Engine

In this project, you will build a simple evaluation engine that permits the user to enter
an expression consisting of rationals and the operators you’ve defined. Your evaluation
engine will evaluate and print the value of the entered expression as the user enters it.

2.1 Supported Expressions

Your evaluation engine should support two types of expressions: arithmetic and relational.
An arithmetic expression consists of rationals separated by arithmetic operators. The op-
erators in the expression can be any one of the four arithmetic operators you’ve defined
(add rat, sub rat, mul rat, and div rat). The number of terms in the expression is un-
bounded. Furthermore, there is no operator precedence in the expression: your evaluation
engine should interpret the expression from left to right regardless of the operators used.
An arithmetic expression evaluates to a rational in simplified form.

A relational expression consists of two arithmetic expressions separated by a single rela-
tional operator (either eq rat or lt rat). The two arithmetic expressions in a relational
expression follow the same rules already described for arithmetic expressions. A relational
expression evaluates to a boolean, “TRUE” or “FALSE”. Here is an example of a relational
expression:

15
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2
(1)

In this example, the *, -, <, and / symbols correspond to the mul rat, sub rat, lt rat, and
div rat operations, respectively, defined in your rationals datatype. The left arithmetic
expression evaluates to 22

35
, the right arithmetic expression evaluates to 16

7
, and the entire

relational expression evaluates to TRUE.

2.2 Prompting

Your evaluation engine should read in the user-entered expression by repeatedly prompting
the user for a rational number followed by an operator. When prompting for a rational,
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your program should print the text “Enter a rational: ”. The user will then enter 2 integers
corresponding to the numerator and the denominator of the rational. When prompting
for an operator, your program should first print a menu of supported operations, “Add”,
“Subtract”, “Multiply”, “Divide”, “Equals”, “Less Than”, and “End expression”, num-
bered “1” through “7”. The user will then enter a number “1” through “7”. After reading
in a rational, but before prompting for an operation, your program should print “Answer:
” followed by the value of the expression entered thus far, assuming the expression is
evaluated from left to right. Prompting and printing answers should continue until the
user enters a “7” as an operation, at which point, your program should exit. Here is the
sample output for the example expression from Section 2.1:

Enter a rational: 15 7

Answer: 15/7

1. Add

2. Subtract

3. Multiply

4. Divide

5. Equals

6. Less Than

7. End expression

Enter an operation: 3

Enter a rational: 2 3

Answer: 10/7

1. Add

2. Subtract

3. Multiply

4. Divide

5. Equals

6. Less Than

7. End expression

Enter an operation: 2

Enter a rational: 4 5

Answer: 22/35

1. Add

2. Subtract

3. Multiply

4. Divide

5. Equals

6. Less Than

7. End expression

Enter an operation: 6

Enter a rational: 8 7

Answer: TRUE

1. Add

2. Subtract

3. Multiply
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4. Divide

5. Equals

6. Less Than

7. End expression

Enter an operation: 4

Enter a rational: 1 2

Answer: TRUE

1. Add

2. Subtract

3. Multiply

4. Divide

5. Equals

6. Less Than

7. End expression

Enter an operation: 7
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